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“Could the first settlers of Indianapolis, who for forty years ‘have slept the sleep that knows no waking,’ upon the 
banks of White River, awake to consciousness, how they would wonder and stare to see the village of log cabins they left,
transformed into a city of sixty thousand inhabitants.” —Early Reminiscences of Indianapolis, John H. B. Nowland, 1870
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A RICH TRADITION OF VOLUNTARISM AND PHILANTHROPY HAS GRACED OUR CITY WITH

an abundance of world-class cultural institutions and social welfare organiza-
tions dedicated to the public good. Crown Hill Cemetery stands quietly among

them—a beacon of memories of all we hold most dear at this final resting place of our
parents and grandparents, and some day, our children and grandchildren.

Crown Hill beckons visitors from around the world—a beacon of memories of all who
have influenced Indianapolis and played a role in its growth and development from 
a “capital in the wilderness” of pioneer times to a thriving metropolis of Super Bowl
champions with a future limited only by our imaginations.

In many ways, Crown Hill is Indianapolis: its people, its growth, its life story. Your contribution to the Annual Appeal helps the
Crown Hill Heritage Foundation preserve and share this place of family memories and civic pride for many generations.

Please be as generous as you can be.

Sincerely,

John E. D. Peacock, Jr. 
President, Crown Hill Cemetery Board of Corporators
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